Autumn Term 1 Homework
1) available
2) average
3) awkward
4) bargain
5) bruise
6) category
7) cemetery
8) committee
9) communicate
10) community
1) competition
2) conscience
3) conscious
4) controversy
5) convenience
6) correspond
7) criticise
8) curiosity
9) definite
10) desperate

1) determined
2) develop
3) dictionary
4) disastrous
5) embarrass
6) environment
7) equip
8) equipped
9) equipment
10) especially

Due in: Thursday 12th September 2019

History:
Carry out research on World War 1, in
particular the trenches. Then using the
information that you find, create an
informative leaflet or poster which
describes what life in the trenches was like
for the British soldiers.

Due in: Thursday 19th September 2019

Art and English:
Design your own wardrobe and sketch it.
After write a paragraph which explains the
following: where your wardrobe would lead
a person, what the place would be like and
what creatures they would meet.
Remember to be as imaginative and
descriptive as possible.
Due in: Thursday 26th September 2019

Geography:
Create a holiday brochure promoting Japan.
You may wish to focus on including
information on the following topics:
interesting landmarks, food, fun activities
and weather.

Due in: Thursday 3rd October 2019

1) exaggerate
2) excellent
3) existence
4) explanation
5) familiar
6) foreign
7) forty
8) frequently
9) government
10) guarantee

PE:
Design your own PE game which could
help other children to develop their
passing and defence skills.
Present your idea in a creative way e.g.
photographs, storyboard, flow chart,
poster etc.

Due in: Thursday 10th October 2019

1) harass
2) hindrance
3) identity
4) immediate
5) immediately
6) individual
7) interfere
8) interrupt
9) language
10) leisure

Science:
In line with our ‘Healthy Lifestyle’ topic,
create a daily log (over four days) which
details all of the exercise that you do and
the food that you consume. Remember
exercise comes in many forms, e.g. dog
walking, housework, carrying shopping.
It does not always have to be strenuous!
Due in: Thursday 17th October 2019

1) lightning
2) marvellous
3) mischievous
4) muscle
5) necessary
6) neighbour
7) nuisance
8) occupy
9) occur
10)opportunity

1) parliament
2) persuade
3) physical
4) prejudice
5) privilege
6) profession
7) programme
8) pronunciation
9) queue
10) recognise

Maths:
Think about an area of maths that you
have learnt about this week. Create a
poster which teaches other children
about the area of maths that you have
chosen. Remember: be clear, be bold,
be neat!

Due in: Thursday 7th November 2019

English:
Construct an imaginative story which
contains the following:

